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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN 'CLASSIC' DRUGS (acute and recurrent patho
A long, complicated and very expensive process





The o en target rare
(orphan or ultra-orp
5 ≤ 10,000)

O en provide a single assump on (one 
shot), and not extended over me

They have significant costs in the
and benefits that extend over a
of me (temporal mismatch
current costs and future benefits

If compared with "classic therapies", Advanced Gene and Cellular Therapies
are more complicated, because:

They can restore, correct or modify impaired 
physiological or pathological func ons in humans, 
including by correc ng muta ons acquired on a 
gene c basis.



They have a very complex evalua on 
process and a "tradi onal 
reimbursement and budget schemes" for 
cost coverage are not able to harmonize 
the value of ATMP (impac ng pa ents' 
lives)

Health mobility between th
equipped for ATMPs and tho
equipped on the na onal ter
increase: to date, the specia
GMP/JACIE cer fied treatme
are generally grouped in som

They provide for cell produc on/culture 
laboratories in which the gene c engineering 
phase takes place (with complex storage 
problems), which are both limited and grouped 
on na onal territories (intercon nental material 
shipment) They provide for clinical procedures 

treatment/infusion (in-vivo or ex-vivo t
that involve few hospital centers of ex
advanced treatment (facility/non-drug c
are o en those already equipped for 
(with GMP / JACIE and specialized personn

Advanced Gene and Cellular Therapies (ATMP) are more complicated, because



To guarantee pa ents this important therapeu c innova
…… new management models are needed

The pharmaceu cal sector is always analyzed from the point of 
view of expenditure but rarely of "health revenues", even in 
the medium and long term.
In health cost-benefit analysis, it is necessary to take into 
account the outgoing expenditure but, above all, also the 
resources that save expenses in the medium-long term 
(direct/indirect costs), as well as the produc on capacity that 
the pa ent recovers. A forward-looking theme that is difficult 
to implement for policy makers generally focused on 
immediate consensus ...

We therefore need to look at how the budget is spent, 
rather than the fact that resources are always limited.

IT IS NECESSARY TO VALORIZE THE OVERALL RESULTS 
OF THE TREATMENTS, INSTEAD OF THE COSTS OF THE 

INDIVIDUAL SERVICES

cost/benefit mismatch





TODAY EUROPE IS ONE OF LEADER IN TH

EU dominates the produc on mark
this reason, several treatment c
being set up in Europe for ATMP
countries such as Australia and Jap
adap ng.

Nowadays, there are 14 Advanced
already on the market in Euro
indica ons. significant

increase in such therapies is expect
next decade: by 2030, up to 60 new
cell therapies

could be launched globally, which co
total of approximately 350,000 pa e





The history of medicine suggests that innova ons and para
shi s o en struggle to make their mark

… is arousing alarm, derision and 
outright fury among an 
increasingly activist segment of the 
biomedical community.
The critics argue that the human 
genome project has been sold on 
hype and glitter, rather than its 
scientif ic merits, and that it will 
drain talent, money and life from 
smaller, worthier biomedical efforts.
''E ver y body  I  talk  to th in k s th is is an  
in c r edibly  bad idea '' said Dr M S a

June 5, 1990

At the origins of hereditary diseases:
Mendel (1865)> Garrod (1923), Pauling
Watson and Crick (1953) > ... > ...  > 
The Human Genome Project (1986)
CHANGE OF PARADIGM of the conc


